Magento
Development
eCommerce Websites on the next level
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We exist to take your
eCommerce website to the next
level with expert Magento 1.9
and Magento 2 development.
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to your needs before providing cost and time-effective recommendations

Our team are experienced in Magento development and eCommerce, having

based on our experience with Magento development.

IT

INCREASE TRAFFIC AND SALES

been working in ‘the internet’ since its infancy. We have seen the rise in online
shopping and have become accustomed to user buying habits and behaviours.

MAGENTO 1.9 OR MAGENTO 2?

This knowledge enables us to create attractive, user-friendly Magento systems that

Since its release in 2015, our team are skilled in developing Magento 2 websites.

convert visitors into customers.

We are confident in the updates to the platform and believe it is now the superior
eCommerce content management system. Magento will be ending support for

Whether you are looking to launch a new eCommerce website or develop

Magento 1 in June 2020 meaning any sites using this platform will be at risk of

connectivity, automation, or advanced functionality on your existing store, we have

becoming outdated and insecure. If you currently have a Magento 1 website, we

the knowhow to implement intuitive solutions that your customers and prospects

recommend upgrading to Magento 2 sooner rather than later, as any additional

will love.

development to Magento 1 websites will come at a greater risk and cost.

UNIQUE APPROACH

If you are considering a new Magento eCommerce website, we strongly recommend

We believe in working in partnership with you to generate real value for

choosing the Magento 2 platform for better performance, sales optimisation, and

your business. Our approach to Magento development means your website

cost control for your business.

requirements are laid out before starting the design and development processes,
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so there is clarity on all sides about the functionality of your eCommerce store.

If you have a Magento project you would like to discuss further, we are happy to

We want to find the best way to use Magento for your requirements and will listen

advise. Please get in touch by leaving your details below or contacting our team.
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Sea Magik is a brand in
the Finders International
portfolio, selling natural
skincare products to
customers and businesses
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worldwide. We had an
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ongoing relationship,
working on offline
marketing, exhibition stand
design and strategy, as well
as supporting their other
websites, prior to starting
this digital project.
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We had worked with
TheDrinksBasket for over
four years, supporting their
existing Magento 1.9 website
and creating promotional
banners for their digital
marketing campaigns, before
we discussed undertaking
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an upgrade to Magento 2.
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They wanted to simplify
user journeys and enhance
their website experience to
maximise sales conversions.
They also had a wishlist of
functionality and systems
to integrate.
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Let’s kick start
your project!
Contact the team at

team@cda.group
0203 780 0808
www.cda.group
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0203 780 0808
www.cda.group
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